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GRAVITY AND SPATIAL INTERACTION MODELS KINGSLEY E. HAYNES Director, Center for Urban and
Regional Analysis School ofPublic and Environmental Affairs Indiana University, Bloomington A. STEWART
FOTHERINGHAM Department of Geography University of Florida, Gainesville 1. GRAVITY MODEL:
OVERVIEW Spatial interaction is a broad term encompassing any ...
GRAVITY AND SPATIAL INTERACTION MODELS
Spatial interaction modelling 341 Finally, if Oi denotes the number of customers (trip origins) in zone i, then
the number of trips Tij between i and j during a specified interval is simply given as: (3) From this pattern of
shopping trips and assumptions on expenditure per trip, it is
Spatial interaction modelling - link.springer.com
Print - Spatial Interaction : Encyclopedia of Geographic Information Science Author: Karen Created Date:
1/20/2012 7:39:42 AM ...
Print - Spatial Interaction : Encyclopedia of Geographic
Spatial interaction (SI) is the process whereby entities at different points in physical space make contacts,
demand/supply decisions or locational choices. The entities can be individuals or firms and the choices can
include housing, jobs, production quantities, exports, imports, face-to-face contacts, schools, retail centres
and activity centres.
Spatial interaction modelling - Roy - 2004 - Papers in
SPATIAL INTERACTION PATTERNS * WALDO TOBLER Professor Department of Geography University of
Michigan ABSTRACT An algebraic examination of spatial models leads to the conclusion that a convenient
SPATIAL INTERACTION PATTERNS
interaction between two centers is in direct proportion to their size and in inverse proportion to the distance
(at a certain power) between them. This paper aims to emphasize the role of gravity models in various fields
of spatial interaction analysis, focusing on market area boundary, commodity flows, migration.
The Use of Gravity Models for Spatial Interaction Analysis
potential model in the investigation of spatial interaction structures in different regional frameworks and on
distinct spatial levels. The research attempts to interpret the interactions prevailing the European economic
space and it evaluates the role of potential model in the analysis of different factors of spatial interactions.
SPATIAL INTERACTION MODELS IN REGIONAL STUDIES
Modelling in GIS Models complexity according to Miller e.a. 2005 zModels with dynamically changing
structure â€“ dynamic interactions of a number of local parameters â€“ multiple models for different grid cells
â€“ character of interactions between neighbouring grid cells may change â€“ one local model may be
replaced with a new one; some ...
Modelling in GIS - MENDELU
A spatial interaction is a realized movement of people, freight or information between an origin and a
destination. It is a transport demand / supply relationship expressed over a geographical space.
Spatial Interactions and the Gravity Model | The Geography
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Spatial Interaction Models â€¢Modelling the flows from specific origin(s) to destination(s) â€“Commuting to
work â€“Shopping at retail centres â€¢Exploring urban retail phase transitions (Dearden & Wilson) â€“NHS
G.P. Provision â€“Summer holidays
Spatial Interaction Models for Higher Education
Abstract. Models of spatial structure, spatial interaction, and integrated location-interaction models are
reviewed and the nature of their contribution to the geographer's understanding of patterns and change is
explored. The main discussion focuses first on spatial structure and then on spatial interaction.
Spatial structure, spatial interaction, and their
From Conventional to Neural Spatial Interaction Modelling 1 Introduction One of the major intellectual
achievements and, at the same time, perhaps the most useful contribution of spatial analysis to social
science literature is the development of spatial interaction models. Spatial interaction can be broadly
From Conventional to Neural Spatial Interaction Modelling
Spatial interaction (SI) is the process whereby entities at different points in physical space make contacts,
demand/supply decisions or locational choices. The entities can be individuals or firms and the choices can
include housing, jobs, production quantities, exports, imports, face-to-face ...
Spatial interaction modelling | SpringerLink
In this approach we can find 3 groups of models: spatial interaction models, discrete-choice logit models and
dynamic spatial models. A.1. Spatial Interaction Models. Based on Reillyâ€™s Law, D. Huff (1963) was the
first to propose a spatial-interaction model for estimating retail trade areas. He argued that when consumers
have a number of
SPATIAL INTERACTION MODELS APPLIED TO THE DESIGN OF RETAIL
Background Spatial Interaction Models have been used for decades to explain and predict flows (of migrants,
capital, traffic, trade etc.) between geographic locations.Aims This paper will guide users through the process
of fitting and calibrating spatial interaction models in order to understand, explain and predict internal
migration flows in Australia.
Modelling population flows using spatial interaction
Request PDF on ResearchGate | Spatial Interaction Models: Facility Location Using Game Theory | Facility
location theory develops the idea of locating one or more facilities by optimizing suitable ...
Spatial Interaction Models: Facility Location Using Game
Spatial interaction models approximate mean interaction frequencies between origin and destination locations
by using origin-specific, destination-specific and spatial separation information.
(PDF) Spatial interaction models - researchgate.net
spatial interaction models Download spatial interaction models or read online here in PDF or EPUB. Please
click button to get spatial interaction models book now. All books are in clear copy here, and all files are
secure so don't worry about it.
Spatial Interaction Models | Download eBook PDF/EPUB
Javascript is disabled please follow these instructions. Javascript is required for this site to function correctly,
follow the relevant set of instuction to enable ...
Spatial Interaction Modelling - ncrm.ac.uk
acknowledging that spatial interaction models are actually really powerful models, that can be used to model
flows in a whole range of different contexts. And underpinning this model is a mathematical relationship,
which accounts for those observed flows. And we can use that
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distribution function (or distance function) in spatial interaction models can be clarified. This paper addresses
a few issues in log-linear modelling of spatial interaction. Section 2 describes the equivalences between the
log-linear model and conven- tional models of spatial interaction.
Log-linear modelling of spatial interaction - Springer
However, spatial interaction data is particular to spatial interaction modeling and so deserves a brief
treatment here. Spatial Interaction Data. Spatial interaction data is required to inform spatial interaction
models, whether in the form of prior matrices or through the estimation of structural parameters.
Category:Spatial interaction models - Travel Forecasting
â€¢ Modelling migration -spatial interaction models â€¢ A comparison of modelling methodology â€“entropy
maximising models vs. statistical models â€¢ A spatial interaction modelling perspective on inter-regional
migration in Europe â€“work in progressâ€¦
Inter-regional migration in Europe: a spatial interaction
The notion of preset model architecture can be questioned and Spatial interaction modelling 357 the
architecture best suited to a particular SI situation can be inferred by genetic algorithms. A ï¬•nal comment on
neural SI models is in order.
Spatial interaction modelling - Academia.edu
The Application of Gravitational Model in the Investigation of Spatial Structure â€“ 8 â€“ The force in a
general form is: J D E r m F C 1 2 * (4) where C, Î±, Î², Æ´ are constants. [14]. However, how they describe
actual power relations between social masses is another question.
The Application of Gravity Model in the Investigation of
The gravity model is one of basic models of spatial analysis in geography and social physics. It provides an
empirically effective approach to modeling spatial interaction. The model is originally proposed to describe
population migration between two regions (Carey, 1858; Grigg, 1977; Ravenstein, 1885).
The Distance-Decay Function of Geographical Gravity
The first section of the paper summarises the equivalences between the log-linear model and conventional
spatial interaction models. It is shown under what conditions the values of the balancing factors of the gravity
model coincide with the parameter values of the log-linear model.
LOG-LINEAR MODELLING OF SPATIAL INTERACTION - Willekens
Key words: Spatial interaction, gravity models, entropy, probabilistic, spatial structure, neural networks 1
Early developments At the outset, let us state clearly that a single review article on the large number of
contributions to spatial interaction (SI) modelling is inevitably selective. Readers
Spatial interaction modelling - rd.springer.com
A spatial interaction modelling perspective is applied to 1 It is worth emphasizing in this context that there are
empirical studies that investigate the geography of knowledge diffusion, such as the pioneering work by Jaffe,
Trajtenberg and Henderson (1993).
Spatial Interaction Modelling of Cross-Region R&D
Tests of a model One or more variables are predicted â€“ from inputs â€“ at one point in time â€¢ Universal
Soil Loss Equation â€¢ Spatial Interaction Model â€“ dynamically â€¢ urban growth models Spatially
disaggregated â€“ inputs or outputs â€“ two or more elements Not invariant under relocation
GIS and Modeling - CSISS
novelty about neural spatial interaction models lies in their ability to model non-linear processes with few â€“
if any â€“ a priori assumptions about the nature of the data generating process. We limit ourselves to models
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known as feedforward neural models. 4. Spatial interaction models of this kind can be
PRINCIPLES OF NEURAL SPATIAL INTERACTION MODELLING Manfred
Simulation and modeling. Spatial interaction models are aggregate and top-down: they specify an overall
governing relationship for flow between locations. This characteristic is also shared by urban models such as
those based on mathematical programming, flows among economic sectors, or bid-rent theory.
Spatial analysis - Wikipedia
a local interaction model based on a triangulated irregular network (TIN), and 3) a hybrid of the pruned spatial
interaction model with the local interaction model. The remainder of this paper will discuss the relative merits
of these three frameworks. 3.1 Pruned Spatial Interaction Model The traditional spatial interaction model
creates a ...
Modeling Cities and Displacement through an Agent- based
steps. To carry out a search within a single Spatial Interaction Modelling A Regional Science Context 1st
Edition PDF doc, you can first open the Spatial Interaction Modelling A Regional Science Context 1st Edition
PDF doc and buyer on on the black binoculars icon. This makes it possible for you to brilliant out the primary
search.
Spatial Interaction Modelling A Regional Science Context
A family of spatial interaction models, and associated developments t AG Wilson Department ot Geography,
University of Leeds Received 28 December 1970 Abstract. This paper shows that the gravity model is not a
single model but that there is a whole family of spatial interaction models. The properties of this family are
outlined in some detail.
A family of spatial interaction models, and associated
spatial interaction models, both empirical and theoretical. Since the study uses spatial interaction modeling,
the broader literature and some specific applications of these models are also reviewed. Chapter 3 discusses
the theoretical background and methodological approach of the study, including the
SPATIAL INTERACTION MODELING OF - MAFIADOC.COM
Models of Spatial Interaction 121 only when j is a near neighbor of i. For example, on a square lattice, each
interior location has four immediate neighbors and we would use the set of weights (w,, = 2, if j is an
immediate neighbor of i; w,, = 0, otherwise). Boundary locations may need separate treatment, deEstimation Methods for Models of Spatial Interaction
An Alternative Information Theory Approach for Modelling Spatial Interaction An Alternative Information
Theory Approach for Modelling Spatial Interaction Roy, J R 1987-03-01 00:00:00 In the use of information
theory for the development of forecasting models, two alternative approaches can be used, based either on
Shannon entropy or on Kullback information gain.
An Alternative Information Theory Approach for Modelling
A dynamic global trade model of four sectors. (2012) CASA paper 178 . Fry, H. A study of droplet
deformation. Lulu (2012) (Book). In a past life I was a fluid dynamicist and my PhD thesis from 2011 can be
downloaded as a pdf here, or purchased as a book here. Feel free to have a look.
Research & Publications â€” Hannah Fry
Spatial econometrics is a subï¬•eld of econometrics that deals with spatial interac-tion (spatial
autocorrelation) and spatial structure (spatial heterogeneity) in regres-sion models for cross-sectional and
panel data (Paelinck and Klaassen, 1979; Anselin, 1988a). Such a focus on location and spatial interaction
has recently
CHAPTER FOURTEEN Spatial Econometrics
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Spatial interaction modelling The entities can be individuals or firms and the choices can include housing,
jobs, production quantities, exports, imports, face-to-face contacts, schools, retail centres and activity
centres.
Spatial interaction modelling, Papers in Regional Science
braries,with approximately 40 spatial econometrics library functions described in this text. A manual is
available for the Econometrics Toolbox in Acrobat PDF and postscript on the internet site,but this text should
provide all the information needed to use the spatial econometrics library.
The Theory and Practice of Spatial Econometrics
Principles of Neural Spatial Interaction Modelling 3 major weakness of neural spatial interaction modelling is
the lack of established procedures for performing tests of statistical significance for the various model
parameters that have been estimated. This is a serious disadvantage in the regional science community
where there is a strong
CHAPTER XX Principles of Neural Spatial Interaction Modelling
Spatial Interaction Models Applied to the Design of Retail Trade Areas (Detailed presentation of the different
types of spatial interaction models: places much of what weâ€™re doing into context; then provides both
theoretical bases for these models and much detail on their use.)
Spatial Interaction: basic concepts - UW Faculty Web Server
A common problem in the use of singly-constrained spatial interaction shopping models has been that of
finding optimal parameter values. This problem has been exacerbated where improvements to the model
have involved extra parameters to be estimated.
Recent Advances in Spatial Interaction Modelling: An
Spatial Interaction Models (SIMs) are statistical models used to predict origin-destination flows. They are
widely applied within geography, planning, transportation and the social sciences to predict interactions or
flows related to commuting, migration, access to services etc.
Spatial Interaction Modelling - University of Manchester
â€¢ explicit model for spatial interaction = substantive spatial dependence â€¢ peer-effects, etc. â€¢
equilibrium outcome of spatial interaction process, a spatial reaction function (Brueckner 2003) â€¢
non-behavioral motivation = data issue (scale) 11
5 specificiation dependence - Spatial@UChicago
- modelling techniques: here techniques such as input-output models, spatial interaction models, neural
network models, Markov models or microsimulation might be listed. Spatial Planning Models Spatial planning
models originated from several disciplines such as economics, geograNew Spatial Planning Models - Spiekermann & Wegener
4. Spatial interaction and spatial relation For many authors, the definition of spatial interaction as the study of
the influence of spatial proximity of places on intensity of relations that may develop between them does not
necessarily refer to the study of actual flows (interaction models) or potential flows (position models).
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